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ON THE OPTIMIZATION OF REFRIGERATION MACHINERY"j·
GORANW ALL
Tokyo Institute of Technology, Research Laboratory of Resources Utilization
4259 Nagasuta, Midori-ku, Yokohama 227, Japan
IN1TWDUCTION
Contemporary technical systems are often constructed without detailed prior analysis
different potential solutions for a given system in termo of cost. Instead, constructio of the effects of
ns are often based
on experience, educated guesswork and personal evaluations. Irrespective
of the method used, the
maximum cost permitted for each pan of the system is obtained, and the market
prices then detennine to
what extem efficient componems can be afforded. Such systems always cost
at least as much as and
often more than they would if thermoeconomic optimization were used.
Tribus and El-Sayed\,2 developed the: concept of them1oeconornics, in which the
objective function is
optimized, subject to given economic and technical constraints_ The purpose
of thermoeco
improve analyses of systems by introducing ways of concurrently suggesting improveme nomics is to
nts.
The result of an insufficient analysis is that we never know the best solurion
or how to find it. By
optimizing the total system in operation, we always find the best system within
the given conditions_ We
can also calculate the marginal costs of the exergy los;es in each componen
t. These values are very
important in the selection of research and development measures, or in the improveme
nt of an existing
system.
The system is described in relation to the physical (pressure p , temperatur
e T0 , and chemical
0
potentials of the appropriate substances me o) and economic environme
nts (prices of goods c; and prices
of capital or interest rates a;)- These two environments are interrelated by cost
relations for physical
quantities, see Fig_ 1.

Fig. 1. The system in two environments.
With regard to the physical environment, the energy and mass flows are evaluated
in physical terms,
i.e., in tcm1s of cxergy per unit time.3 The difference between all incoming
exergy flows and all
outgoing exergy flows must be minimized and the efficiency must be maximized
environment all energy and mass flows are evaluated instead in term~ of economic . In the economic
value or cos!s. The
main function is now the cost per unit time, (i.e., operation and capital costs
minus income), which
should be minimaL Thermoec onomic optimization is economic optimizati
on in conjunction with
thorough thermodynamic description of the system.
I'The author's thesis wh1ch includes all computer programs together with other
papers3 and a b1bliography of more than
1400 references on excrgy IS available by scndmg USD 20 per copy lo:
Goran Wall, Physical Resource theory,
Cha!mcr' Un1 vcrsity of Technology, S-412 96 Goteborg, SwcJon.
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EXERGY
for each zone, a single
The exergy losses dm: to irreversibilities in a stationary state can be detem1ined
The exergy content E
exergy.
of
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a
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t
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of a flow is
E = H - T oS

(1)

- L, f.lc,onc,
c

and llc,o the
His the ~nthalpy, T0 the absolute ~emperature of the environme nt, S the entropy,
for each zone. For
chermcal potentml of substance c of quantity nc. The exergy loss can be determined
loss. This may also be
the system, we obtain a sum for all zones, which gives the total rate of exergy
entropy production i.e.
wntten as the product of the envtronme nt temperatur e and total rate of
'
'
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Fig. 2. Heat pump system with 5 components and 11 flows.
and supercoole d after
The refrigerant is superheated after passing through the evaporator, step 1-2, the compressio n, 3,
after
passing through the condenser, step 5-6. The actual state of the refrigerant
the compressor_ The heat
differs from that of a reversible process, 3rev• due to the limited efficiency of
supplied 10 the compresso r
produced from the system is h3 - h6 , the heat input is hz - h7 , and the work(h3 - hz)ITJs, where Tis is the
1s h3 - h2 . The electricity input required to operate the system becomes
efficiency of the electric motor.
the efficiencies of the
The system is completely defined apart from the variables {Ykl which are
defined as follows
compressor, the condenser, the evaporator, and the electric motor. These are
(2)

Y1 "' T/ 1 = (h3,m" hz)/(h3 - hz),

(3)

Yz = T/z = (T9 - T 8)/(T4 - T 8),

Y3"' T/4

(4)

=(Tn- T!O)/(TJ- T10l

(5)

Y4 = T/5 == m, (h3- h2)/P

Each set of these variables
where m is the mass flow of the refrigerant, and P is the electric power.
also determined for each
determin'es a state of the system. The exergy flows and exergy losses are
_
component.3
~ost 1ncludes both the
The objective is to minimize the cost for a given amoun~ of produced heat.. The
s decreas~
mvestment
the
1f
operating (elecuicity) cost a~d the cap1tal cost. The opera~ng costJ~creases
of the proftt sets an upper
and vice versa. The income from the product (heat) and a giVen reqmred value
cost and the
limit for the total cost of the system. The problem is to split this cost between the operating
ns of the
constructio
alternative
by
affected
not
parts
for
costs
(The
t.
componen
capital cost for each
and have no effect on tbe
system, such as pipes connecting the components, are just added as constants
optimization.) The costs, C, for each of the 5 components w11l now be giVen.
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Compressor

(6)

where k1 is the cost per volume flow, V , and p:)p is the pressure ratio over the compressor.
2
2

Condenser

C2

=az kz m..,h ~77 21(1-l)z) =a 2 k2 mwh -JeNTUz- 1,

where k2 is the cost per mass flow of water,
transfer units.

mwh•

(7)

on thl:' hot side, and NTU 2 is the number of heat

Expansion Valve

(8)

where k3 is the cost per mass flow of the refrigerant.

Evaporaror

C4

=a4 k4 mwc ~ I)J(l-1)4) =a4 k4 mwc -JeNTU4 --=---1:

where k4is the cost per mass flow of water,
transfer units.

mwc>

(9)

on the cold side, and NTU4 is the number of heat

Electric Motor

(10)

where k5 is the cost per unit power. Furthermore a to a are annuity factors of the different
capital
1
5
investments defmed as

a;= r ID-(l+r)-"i],

(11)

where r is the interest rate and ni is the depreciation time for component i. The depreciation
time may
vary for each component due to variations in economic lifetime and maintenanc e
costs such as
renovations, etc.
Figure 3 shows the investment costs as a function of the efficiencies. The following assumptions
made: heat produced 6.5 kW (energy-power), operaiion timl:'/yr 5000 hr, price of electricity are
SEK
0.25/kWh(SEK 6 ~US$ 1), and temperature of the produced heat (T ) 60°C.
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Fig. 3. Costs of investments as a function of the efficiencies_
. The investment costs are depreciated according to the annuity method, which givl:'s a
cost per unit
time for every component. The total cost per unit time <1> (=objective function)
is the sum of thes<' costs
0
and the cost of the electricity used, £,1, i.e.,
5

<Po

=oi
C; + t Pet Eel•
:-1

(22)

where tis the operating rime per unit time andp, is lhe price of electricity.
1
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The optimization is achieved by calculating the value of the objective function <1> 0 and the marginal
costs (Ilk) for every set of the variables (yd according to
(23)
From these values a new set of variables [y.J is determined by using the Newton-Raphson method.4
Thus the system moves towards the nearest minimum from the given start values. However, the
problem is strongly non-linear which means that there is no general method for finding the global
minimum Instead common senst: and insight into how the system works must be used to determine the
value of a solution.
A computer program has been developed for finding the optimum system.3 The program begins by
calculating the thermodynamic data for the assumed refrigerant R12. (Other refrigerants may also be
used.) These calculations are based on similar compmer-based calculations by Reynolds. 5 The equations
of state for the system are formulated so as to avoid iterations. The actual minimizing procedure is
carried out with a small number of iterations. When the sum of the marginal costs is less than a predefined value the optimization is completed.
Let us assume a system with the values 0.7, for all efficiencies, which roughly correspond to real
values of a system of this size, the variables, which are to be optimized. The calculated total cost then
becomes SEK 4221/yr of which SEK 3617/yr relate to electricity. The optimization gives the following
efficiency values: compressor 0.80, condenser 0.83, evaporator 0.73 and electric motor 0.91, the total
cost now amounting to SEK 3388/yr of which SEK 2416/yr is for the electricity. By increasing the
investments from SEK 604/yr to SEK 972/yr, the total cost of the system becomes SEK 833/yr (about
20%) less than for the assumed system, see Fig. 4. At the same time the exergy losses decrease from
1933 W to 979 W, i.e., 954 Wl From Fig. 5 we see that it is the improvement of the elecnic motor that
gives the largest single excrgy saving. The optimization saves both money and exergy.
Cost
(SEK/ycor)

5000

D Elcctncity
0 Electnc motor
D Evaporator
D Condenser
ll!l Compressor
l!!i I:xpil!lsion valve

4000
3000
2000
1000

Fig. 4. Costs for the assumed
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L1li Compressor

800

600
400
200
0

the optimum systems.

m Expansio11 valve
Assumed
system

Oprimum
system

Fig. 5. Exergy losses for the assumed and th~ optimum systems.
The expansion valve accounts for the lurgcst e:crgy loss in the optimum system, which justifies
. ,. :. .
.
investment in research and development to 1mprove n.6 . .
The result indicmes the electric motor to be the most cnucal component to 1mprov~. !he e!t:cmc motor
is assumed to cost approximately 3 times as n1uch at 91% efficiency than at70% eff1t1ency, wh1ch must
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be regarded as realistic. (However, it may even cost up to 9 times as much and still be
competidve with
the assumed system.) It may also be added that the coefficient of performance (CoP)
increases from
2.25 for the assumed system to 3.36 for the optimal system.
The dependence on or sensitivity to the cost of electricity, the temperature of the produced
heat, and
the operationlim c has also been studied. Figure 6 shows the relationship between the costs
and
of electricity, when this varies between SEK 0.15 and 0.6/kWh. The total cost then increases the price
from SEK
2073/yr to SEK 5522/yr at SEK 0.6/kWh. This can be seen in relation to the fact that
if the optimum
system at SEK 0.15/kWh had been used at SEK 0.6/kWh, then the total cost would be
SEK 5947, i.e.,
an increase in the cost of SEK 425/yr. (For the assumed systen1 the total cost would
instead be SEK
9284, i.e., a cost increase of SEK 3762/yr.) Figure 7 shows more clearly the relationship
between
component costs and the price of electricity. All components should become more
efficient (and
therefore more expensive) when the price of electricity increases. This might have been
anticipated, but
the exact interrelations could not have been hypothesized.
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Fig. 7. Component costs as a function of the price of electricity.
(The jerks in the curves arc due to the limned number of dat:l pomt.S.)
. Whe!' the temperature of the condenser, i.e., the temperature of the produced
heat, is changed

mt~resung thmgs occur CFigs 8 and 9). The total.cost doubles from 2336 at
40°C to SEK 4680/yr ttt

75

C. The heat produced m energy per ume umts IS the same, i.e., 6.5 kW, but in exergy per
time units
change5 fron; 434 to 7 ~ 3 W which better explains the increased cost. When the temperature
increases
fr.om 40 :o 75 C the .total sysr~m. but not necessanly each component, must be more
efficient see
F1g. 9. W1t~m, a total mcrease of component c~sts and ef~ciencies, it is more economical
to choose a
less expens1ve evaporator. The explanauon JS Simply that Investments in other parts of
the sysrem pay
~~~
It

.
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Fig. 11. Component costs as a function
of the operating time.
But, therm oecon omic s can never repla
ce
long
exper
ience and high technical and economic
competence, but it might be an important
complementary tool.
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